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AGM 2019–Helen Henny’s Incredible Gesture 

The 2019 AGM was a "curtain raiser" to next year when the world will celebrate 150 years since the birth of Maria 
Montessori in 1870: Helen Henny, great-granddaughter of Maria Montessori, entrusted to AMI's care the oil 
painting of the young Maria at age 13. Many of the community may be familiar with the black and white 
reproduction included in various biographies, but nothing tops the warm colours of the original. We will have a 
little restoration work carried out, and then will give the painting a prominent place in Maria Montessori's study 
here in Amsterdam. Helen's was an incredible gesture, and we are deeply honoured. 
We are also delighted to be able to share the insightful and witty speech Helen gave to the participants of the AGM 
                                                                                                                                           Helen Henny        Maria Montessori 
Hello everyone, hello Montessorians, 
My name is Helen, called after my grandmother Helen Christy, the first wife 
of Mario Montessori and the mother of his four children. 
I am the daughter of Maria Elena Adelia Pace Montessori—Marilena for 
short—Mario’s firstborn and Maria Montessori’s first grandchild. 
So amazed and happy was the Montessori family with the arrival of this first 
child, this miracle, that they put her in a basket full of flowers and set her in 
the middle of the dining room table as a centrepiece. Imagine the surprise 
of visitors who all of a sudden would hear little gurgling sounds coming from 
among the flowers and foliage. 
Maria, or Mammolina as we in the family call her, was of enormous influence on the lives of Mario, his wife and 
their four children. And through them on the lives of us, her great-grandchildren. 
In a sense she had quite a direct influence on the start of my life.  
My mother—who was not a religious person—always told me that if she had to believe in something, it would be 
in reincarnation, because that was the only belief system that made any sense of the enormous unfairness and 
inequality that existed in the world. When she was expecting me, two years after Mammolina died, I was due on 
the 31st of August, which is— as most of you will know—the very birthday of Maria Montessori. My mother 
panicked.  
As she later guiltily admitted: “I pushed you out prematurely. You were not completely finished when you were 
born. You did not have any eyelashes yet!” 
As a child you take these stories for granted, but when I was older, I asked her why she had felt the need to do this. 
She answered: “I was so scared you’d be a reincarnation of Mammolina.” This I did not understand. Why would 
that be such a bad thing? “Because,” she said, “You would have become a genius”—that did not seem such a 
problem to me either. But, she continued: “And geniuses are lonely. In their mind they are so far ahead of their 
time, they operate on such a different plane of thinking, that they can hardly find anyone of the same intellectual 
level, the same understanding. And that makes them lonely. So, I did not want you to become a genius, I wanted 
you to become a happy and normal person.”  
Well, all’s well that ends well: I most certainly did not become a genius. My eyelashes grew eventually and well, as 
far as normal goes … that is up to others to decide!      
Mammolina, my mother recalls in her memoirs, was the centre of their universe. As her son Mario had chosen to 
dedicate his life to her and her work, and with her being an Italian Nonna, she lived with her son and his family.  
She was the reason that my mother would call herself Italian, even though she, her brother Mario and sister 
Renilde were born in Barcelona and the siblings grew up in several different countries, as a result of the moves the 
family made in response to the political situation or Mammolina’s work. In the end my mother spoke Spanish with 
her brother Mario and sister Renilde, English with her mother and youngest brother Rolando, and Italian with her 
father and grandmother. And, of course, Dutch with us by the time she had married my father, Jan Henny, and 
became a mother herself. 
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Mammolina’s presence dominated their lives, in the practical, the cognitive and the emotional sense. 
When she prepared for a lecture she would sit for hours on end at her semi-oval table in the family’s dining room 
table, a gold-tipped cigarette in the corner of her mouth, squinting through the smoke at her small playing cards 
through endless games of Solitaire, while ruminating on which thoughts to stress, which theorem to advance. Then 
she would go up to her study and put her thoughts down on paper, pages and pages and pages covered with her 
elegant handwriting.  

 
Later she would read bits and pieces aloud to the family, ask for their thoughts, their reactions, what it had 
conveyed to them. Then she would rewrite, simplify,   ameliorate. 
 
Before a lecture the whole house would reverberate with her nerves. What to wear? Which gown, scarf, shawl, 
hat, gloves? Her appearance was always meticulous and elegant. This her mother Renilde had always stressed. And 
it did not go unnoticed: 
A Dutch journalist—a man most probably—who reported for the Java Bode on her contribution at the 
International Feminist Congress in Berlin in September 1896 recounted nothing of her speech, the content of what 
she had come to say. He only exaltedly and jubilantly cheered the Italian beauty of this “fiery red little socialist”, 
her dark braids and sparkling dark eyes, her elegant appearance and filled out forms, the sweet music of her 
tongue, etc. etc. 
Emancipation still had a long way to go. (And still does…) 
Once arrived at the lecture hall, Mammolina would sit quietly throughout introductions and preliminaries, fiddling 
with her gloves, opening and shutting her handbag, turning the stem of the rose her son Mario always gave her 
before a speech or a lecture.  
And then, when her turn came, she got up and all nervousness and incertitude dropped from her as she began to 
speak in her resonant, clear voice. Often as not on a completely different subject from the one she had prepared 
with such diligence. She never read from a paper. 
Except once, as my mother recalls. The two oldest grandchildren were expected to accompany her to her lectures 
and speeches and form an opinion about them. So my mother remembers being present, at age eleven, at a 
particularly stately and official event at the end or beginning of a course. Speakers were members of Parliament, 
eminent Professors and other Prominent Persons, and they all read Impressive Speeches from Impressive Papers. 
My mother noticed that, while bored yet patiently sitting through all of it, Mammolina was getting fidgety, perhaps 
a little agitated: obviously, something disturbed her. She was nervously searching in her handbag for something. 
The sense of relief showed on her face when she had at last found what she had been looking for: a small piece of 
paper. When her turn came—the last of the speakers—she went to the rostrum and started speaking, diffidently 
at first, carefully consulting her piece of paper. As her speech progressed, she straightened and spoke with more 
and more confidence and enthusiasm. And as she inspired and enthralled her audience more and more, the person 
next to her couldn’t resist taking a peak on the piece of paper she was still holding in her hand: to her 
astonishment it was blank! There was nothing written on it!  
       
It turned out that Mammolina had felt shy at being the only speaker present who hadn't written down her speech! 
But apart from being an exceptional scientist and feminist, a woman who also in her last years while living on 
Koninginneweg continued to work—still with a cigarette in her mouth— Mammolina also loved food, and its 
preparation with the whole family; one of her favourite dishes was potato gnocchi, quite a gruelling job to make! 
For relaxation purposes she read detective stories— in her opinion the only acceptable books to read besides 
scientific tomes and articles. She loved playing games and had to win at them! Which the family let her! Or she 
took Mario and Marilena for binge-watching sessions in the movie theatre: 4 movies in a row. In the middle of 
which she, of course, would fell asleep, and on waking up would suddenly say out loud: “Who is that man? What’s 
he doing?” To the embarrassment of her grandchildren. 
The famous scientist, Dottoressa Montessori, once was a child, an adolescent herself. A 13-year-old girl I came to 
know so well in a sense. I sat opposite her at our dining room table and we exchanged glances for hours on end 
during formal dinner parties, birthday dinners, and family gatherings. Our dining room table more often than not 
seated twelve. And as I was the youngest in our family, I did not have that much to add to the conversations of the  
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grown-ups and so we gazed at each other a lot, the young Maria and I. She sat quite straight, her fringe covering 
her forehead, her long dark hair pulled together with a red bow. Her left gloved and dainty hand holding a rose in 
her lap. And her eyes, dark and inquisitive. 
 
From the meticulous notes her father Alessandro made of his daughter Maria, as she grew up, and from the notes 
she herself took during that period, we know she was only about 1,47 meters tall at the time. She was not 
particularly good at school and not very interested either. Instead of listening to her teachers, she would dream up 
little games and plays. In 1884 she went to the technical school for girls Regia Scuola Tecnica Buonarroti. But 
according to her father she mainly hung out with her friends and showed no real ambition whatsoever. Yes, she 
took piano lessons and acting lessons and even dreamed of becoming an actress. When, after one of her 
performances, she was complimented profusely by her friends and her teacher on her excellent performance, she 
all of a sudden “saw the light”. She realised this was not to be her future, she had more important things to do. 
And from this moment on, she really started studying, concentrating on languages at first and later also on maths.  
She wanted to become a teacher and go to the Teacher Training College for women. Alas, the Ministry of 
Education did not recognise her diploma as adequate for entrance to this school. And so she decided to go instead 
to the Istituto Tecnico Maschile Leonardo Da Vinci—a technical school for boys—with the intention of becoming 
an engineer. 
This seems to be the first door of the Parable of “the closing doors”. As Mammolina later in her life explained to 
my mother through this parable: she had not chosen her path, her destiny, she had been chosen, she had been 
driven by doors that closed for her and forced her to make another choice, take another route. 
 
 
Being a child then, my mother pictured her grandmother, eager to enrol herself at the university, hastening to the 
piazza where the university building stood, in order to enrol herself in the study of engineering. But on finding the 
door closed, she tried the other door of the building, it being the entrance to the faculty of medicine.  And the rest 
is history. 
 
But the Maria of 1883, my silent companion at our dining room table, was still a girl who did not yet know what 
she wanted in life. The future lay open before her. She did not yet realise that through “the closing of doors” —as 
she put it—she would be driven to the important work she eventually took up for the benefit of children, of 
humanity and of the world.  
 
A work that all of you here have taken over in order to spread it throughout the world, a work to which you 
dedicate your time, your energy, your lives. A work that is needed now more than ever—although I realise that 
each generation probably thinks the same: now more than ever. 
I stand here with respect and admiration for the work you all do.  
I stand here in memory of my mother Marilena, whose centennial it will be on the 16th of June. 
I stand here in celebration of the 90th anniversary of AMI.  
I stand here because I have come to realise that the young Maria of 1883 belongs to you as much as to me.  
So I wish to present and to donate to you, through AMI, the portrait of Maria Montessori, 13 years old, painted by 
the painter A. Berrini in Rome in 1883. 
Thank you. 
           Helen Henny  
 
*With thanks to my late mother M.E.A.P. Henny-Montessori, and my cousins C. Hussein-Montessori and A. Visser-
Montessori for their input. 
         Copyright: Helen Henny 2019 

          Courtesy: AMI facebook 
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PMA celebrates Dr. Montessori’s Birthday 
                                                                    

On  August 31st, Pakistan Montessori 
Association celebrated Dr. Maria 
Montessori’s birthday in a befitting manner. 
PMA organised a get-together and to make 
this occasion lively and interesting,  a 
member of the Helen O’ Grady’s Drama 
Academy was invited to give an interactive 
presentation. Interesting and lively 
exercises were presented by Sara, an 
energetic presenter who gave energy to all 
participants. An interesting and interactive 
exercise whereby groups of five or six were 
given a subject to prepare a skit in a given 

time. The programme was well attended by members and guests, followed by refreshments. County Cambridge 
school/Girls College, Hyderabad, surprised us with delicious snacks which made the event delightful and pleasant. 

 

The Helen O’Grady Developmental Drama Academy offers a unique programme of self- 
development  for children. Over a period of time, the children develop excellent  social 
skills they  
will need in everyday life. 
 
Speak and move confidently 
Answer in full sentences 
Feel good about themselves 
Improve their self confidence 
Increase in self esteem 
Improve commitment 
Act in plays 
Work in group situations 
Meet new friends 
Discuss social issues 
Improve listening skills 
Encourage English language 
skills 
 
Courtesy: Helen O’ Grady workshop     

www.helenogrady.com.pk www.facebook.com/helenogrdypk www.instagram.com/pkhelenogrady 
Contact: 0300 2025666 

Courtesy: Helen O’ Grady workshop 
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                            Anila Husein 

                Mazin Montessori By Anila Husein     

 
When I was about 8 years old I was hurt by the blatant injustice that I saw in some areas of my home town Karachi, 
Pakistan: many children were just not able to attend school. I was privileged where so many weren’t. 
 
Ever since I had a dream of bringing education to underprivileged children, which came true with the opening of 
Mazin Montessori earlier last year, 28 years after the seed was planted.  
 
Two years ago I joined hands with Mr and Mrs. Naeem in Baha’i Hall in Saddar to make this project a reality—to 
become a beacon of hope for many children and inspire girls of the local community to take a step forward to start 
believing in their dreams. Mazin school originally started in 2004, but has now been turned into a Montessori 
environment. It finds itself between a Hindu community and a Muslim Community, and is run by a Baha’i couple 
assisted by a team of diverse teachers from different backgrounds. They are exceptionally dedicated and work 
hard to make education possible for every child of this village.  
 
The team in Karachi has worked really hard under the scorching heat of 40 degrees without electricity and water 
but are very happy that with the support of family and friends, $ 3900 was raised to help achieve the dream 
progress our mission. We are in the process of setting up a foundation in Switzerland and Pakistan.  
 
The Montessori awareness training program is going on for 9 local teachers to empower them and build capacity 
to help the young children become future leaders.  
 
The process is slow and intense, but the realization that children in this village who had been deprived from official 
education for centuries, continues to feed our hope that one day we will have doctors, engineers and other 
professionals. We see a bright future for the children who are used to living a life of begging and gambling to earn 
a bit of money.  
 
The initiative is now ready for full take-off, the villagers are ready to support the project wholeheartedly: 
education will spread like a fragrance, having a soothing sense even for those who are in their homes. 
 
Inauguration of an AMI Montessori school in a village  
https://vimeo.com/313506830 
 
Children involved in gambling  
https://vimeo.com/333294582  

 

  Anila combines two lives: that of a Montessori educator and fashion entrepreneur in Switzerland. She is   

  committed to emancipation and empowerment of impoverished women, by fostering their creativity to create  

  sustainable livelihoods for themselves and their families. Her dream is to spread the message of gender equality  

  through entrepreneurship and education, across the world. 

Edited by Joke Verheul 
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 Montessori Memories with Mazin Montessori – Jogi Mor Hasan Panwar Village 

    Before       After 

              

 

PMA Committee Members Visit Mazin Montessori 
 

PMA committee members visited the Mazin Montessori on Anila Husein’s invitation. The visit proved to 
be very interesting. The children came from the slums of Jogi Mor to the Montessori working with 
concentration and joy. It was a sight not to be missed. More like San Lorenzo relived. A well maintained 
environment with children working peacefully. A member of the PMA committee has volunteered to go 
thrice a week to supervise the teachers. Wishing Mazin Montessori all the best  in their future 
endeavours!      

 
 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

L to R Shireen Gaya, Zohra Gaya, Masooma Alibhai, Zubaida Asghar, Farah Sarfraz on a visit to Mazin Montessori 
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Announcements 
 
AMI Refresher Course 2019 – The Art and Science of Observation 
Dates: Friday 22nd and Saturday 23rd November 2019, Time: 9.00am – 5.00pm,  
Venue: Maria Montessori Institute 
41 Riding House Street, London W1W 7BE 
Standard Fee: £130 Early Bird Fee: £115  Valid until 20th September 2019 
Tea/coffee during breaks and a light vegetarian lunch will be provided. 

AMI Annual Global Meetings, 2020 
16 - 20 April 2020, Amsterdam 
Join hundreds of friends and colleagues from over 50 countries for AMI's Annual Global Meetings including: 
Africa Roundtable,Board Reception, Affiliated Societies Meeting, Annual General Meeting, Montessori Forum 
Research Day 
Numerous forums and seminars for practioners, trainers, training centres, affiliates, alumni, students and 
members .Further details coming soon! 

                          29th International Montessori Congress Bangkok, Thailand 16 - 19 July 2021   

    PMA 
Members  

       

Executive Committee       Other Members 
Zohra Gaya – President       Nilufer Ahmed 

Farida Fazal – Vice President      Shireen Gaya 

Kishwar Allawala – General Secretary     Maheen Pasha  

Banoo Kisat – Treasurer       Masooma Alibhai    

Farah Sarfraz – Joint Secretary      Zeeba Rizvi   

         Zubaida Asghar 

GMMC -Incharge                                      
Shireen Gaya 

Pedagogical Committee       Finance Committee 
Zohra Gaya         

Farida Fazal        Zohra Gaya 

Nilufer Ahmed        Banoo Kisat 

                        Kishwar  Allawala 
 
Entertainment Committee      Website/facebook 
Zeeba Rizvi        Maheen Pasha 
Zubaida Asghar        Newsletter/Library 
          Masooma Alibhai 
 
Thanks to:   Zohra Gaya, Farida Fazal, Kishwar Allawala, Banoo Kisat, Masooma Alibhai, Zubaida Asghar (photos) 

                                                     The Montessorian is uploaded in colour on our website regularly. 

Published by Pakistan Montessori Association for free distribution to its members.Mail your contributions to 
pakistanmontessoriassociation@ymail.com 

43-3G/6, PECHS, Karachi – 75400 Tel: 3454 3952, 3454 9103 
Website: www.pakistanmontessoriassociation.org:  AMI Head Office: www.montessori-ami.org 
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